PTPN22 polymorphism presumably plays a role in the genetic background of chronic spontaneous autoreactive urticaria.
The association of chronic urticaria (CU) with autoimmune disorders is relatively well proved. Protein tyrosine phosphatase-22 (PTPN22) is considered to be one of the strongest genetic factors for human autoimmunity. We decided to evaluate whether additional, non 1858C>T, PTPN22 variants are independent contributors to the risk of CU occurrence in the Polish population. A total of 91 CU patients with a positive result of autologous serum skin test and 100 healthy volunteers were enrolled in the study. The Urticaria Activity Score was used in disease intensity assessment. In all subjects rs3811021, rs1310182 and rs2488457 polymorphisms were genotyped. We found a higher prevalence of -1123 C allele among CU patients. No differences in the allele and genotype distribution were found in the other analyzed polymorphisms. Haplotype construction of the three SNPs revealed statistically significant CU association of rs2488457C, rs1310182T and rs3811021T. Contrary to previous findings, the contribution of PTPN22 to disease susceptibility is suggested. We can speculate that CU is a genetically complex disease and that its occurrence needs multiple genetic and environmental risk factors.